
 

Internet can achieve quantum speed with
light saved as sound
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Researchers are able to translate information in light to vibrations of the
membrane inside a quantum drum and back. Credit: Julian Robinson-Tait

Researchers at the University of Copenhagen's Niels Bohr Institute have
developed a new way to create quantum memory: A small drum can
store data sent with light in its sonic vibrations, and then forward the
data with new light sources when needed again. The results demonstrate
that mechanical memory for quantum data could be the strategy that
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paves the way for an ultra-secure internet with incredible speeds.

The research is published in the journal Physical Review Letters.

Just beneath Niels Bohr's old office is a basement where scattered tables
are covered with small mirrors, lasers and an agglomeration of all types
of devices connected by webs of wires and heaps of tape. It looks like a
child's project gone too far, one that their parents have tried in vain to
get them to clean up.

While it is difficult for the untrained eye to discern that these tables are
actually the home to an array of world-leading research projects, the
important stuff is happening within worlds so small that not even
Newton's laws apply. This is where Niels Bohr's quantum physical heirs
are developing the most cutting-edge of quantum technologies.

One of these projects stands out—for physicists at least—by the fact that
a gizmo visible to the naked eye is able to achieve quantum states. The
quantum drum is a small membrane made of a ceramic, glass-like
material with holes scattered in a neat pattern along its edges.

When the drum is beaten with the light of a laser, it begins vibrating, and
does this so quickly and without interference that quantum mechanics
come into play. This property has long since caused a stir by opening up
a number of quantum technological possibilities.

Now, a collaboration across various quantum areas at the Institute has
demonstrated that the drum can also play a key role for the future's
network of quantum computers. Like modern alchemists, researchers
have created a new form of "quantum memory" by converting light
signals into sonic vibrations.

In their just-published research article, the researchers have proven that
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quantum data from a quantum computer emitted as light signals—e.g.,
through the type of fiber-optic cable already used for high-speed internet
connections—can be stored as vibrations in the drum and then
forwarded.

  
 

  

Credit: University of Copenhagen
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Previous experiments had demonstrated to researchers that the
membrane can remain in an otherwise fragile quantum state. On this
basis, they believe that the drum should be able to receive and transmit
quantum data without it "decohering," i.e., losing its quantum state when
the quantum computers are ready.

"This opens up great perspectives for the day when quantum computers
can really do what we expect them to. Quantum memory is likely to be
fundamental for sending quantum information over distances. So, what
we've developed is a crucial piece in the very foundation for an internet
of the future with quantum speed and quantum security," says postdoc
Mads Bjerregaard Kristensen of the Niels Bohr Institute, lead author of
the new research article.

Ultra-fast, ultra-secure

When transferring information between two quantum computers over a
distance—or among many in a quantum internet—the signal will quickly
be drowned out by noise. The amount of noise in a fiber-optic cable
increases exponentially the longer the cable is. Eventually, data can no
longer be decoded.

The classical Internet and other major computer networks solve this
noise problem by amplifying signals in small stations along transmission
routes. But for quantum computers to apply an analogous method, they
must first translate the data into ordinary binary number systems, such as
those used by an ordinary computer.

This won't do. Doing so would slow the network and make it vulnerable
to cyberattacks, as the odds of classical data protection being effective in
a quantum computer future are very bad.

"Instead, we hope that the quantum drum will be able to assume this
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task. It has shown great promise as it is incredibly well-suited for
receiving and resending signals from a quantum computer. So, the goal is
to extend the connection between quantum computers through stations
where quantum drums receive and retransmit signals, and in so doing,
avoid noise while keeping data in a quantum state," says Kristensen.

"In doing so, the speeds and advantages of quantum computers, e.g., in
relation to certain complex calculations, will extend across networks and
the Internet, as they will be achieved by exploiting properties like
superposition and entanglement that are unique to quantum states."
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Mads Bjerregaard Kristensen is the main force behind the new research. Credit:
University of Copenhagen

If successful, the stations will also be able to extend quantum-secured
connections, whose quantum codes could also be lengthened by the
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drum. These secure signals could be sent over various
distances—whether around a quantum network or across the
Atlantic—in the quantum internet of the future.

Flexible, practical and possibly groundbreaking as
quantum RAM

Research is being conducted elsewhere to an alternative where a data-
carrying light source is directed at an atomic system and temporarily
shifts the electrons in the atom, but the method has its limitations.

"There are limits to what you can do with an atomic system, as we can't
design atoms or the frequency of the light that they can interact with
ourselves. Our relatively 'large' mechanical system provides more
flexibility. We can tinker and adjust, so that if new discoveries change
the rules of the game, there is a good chance that the quantum drum can
be adapted," explains Professor Albert Schliesser, co-author of the
research article.

"For better or worse, our abilities as researchers are mostly what define
the limits for how well it all works," he points out.

The drum is the latest and most serious take on mechanical quantum
memory as it combines a number of properties: The drum has low signal
loss—i.e., the data signal's strength is well retained. It also has the
tremendous advantage of being able to handle all light frequencies,
including the frequency used in the fiber optic light cables upon which
the modern Internet is built.

The quantum drum is also convenient because data can be stored and
read whenever needed. And the record-long 23 milliseconds of memory
time already achieved by researchers makes it far more likely that the
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technology may one day become a building block for systems of
quantum networks as well as the hardware in quantum computers.

"We are out early with this research. Quantum computing and
communication are still at an early stage of development, but with the
memory we've obtained, one can speculate that the quantum drum will
one day be used as a kind of quantum RAM, a kind of temporary
working memory for quantum information. And that would be
groundbreaking," says the professor.

  More information: Mads Bjerregaard Kristensen et al, Long-lived and
Efficient Optomechanical Memory for Light, Physical Review Letters
(2024). DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.132.100802
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